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The most common and recurring theme: lossless compression of text and
images. Talks on lossy compression of images were mostly devoted to
quantization and especially encoding of wavelet coefficients, barely even
mentioning the wavelet decomposition itself.
1. Weighted Finite Automata (WFA) compression

Although WFA (and fractal-type image compression in general) were
definitely not the most popular topic of the conference, there have been three
presentations (counting my poster) on the subject. Furthermore, quite a few
people are interested in WFA, want to find out more about it, and even keep
reading papers in this area. I saw this interest for myself when talking to
those who stopped by at my poster. The WFA compression performance
(which is better than that of the traditional wavelet coding, and on par with
the most advanced techniques as zerotrees and spatial-oriented trees) is
clearly the most appealing factor. WFA is much faster than a traditional
(IFS) Fractal image compression. Finally, WFA brings in new, fresh and
exciting ideas into somewhat stale area of image compression.
Karel Culik II and V. Valenta introduced new Generalized Finite
Automata (GFA) in their paper Finite Automata based compression of bilevel images (pp. 280-289 of Proc.). It was with great clarity that the paper
got across the main idea of using FA in (bi-level) image compression: A bilevel image can be completely described by a set of its black pixels. One can
always attach (string) labels to pixels: For example (as used in Culik’s GFA)
one can consider a complete quadtree (with leaves being pixels), and
associate labels 0 , 1, 2, and 3 with the four children of every non-terminal
node of the quadtree. The path from the root to a leaf (representing a pixel)
then reads as the pixel’s label. Thus, a bi-level image can be uniquely
described by a set of strings (black pixels’ labels), or, in other words, by a
language with the alphabet {0,1,2,3} . Since the language is finite, it is
regular, and can be generated/recognized by a finite automaton. The obvious
automaton contains as many states as there are strings in the language; this
automaton however hardly leads to any compression. We hope though that
the language (the set of black pixels) possesses some degree of regularity,
which can be captured by an automaton with relatively few states. The idea
of representing an image by a language is not new (see refs. [1,2,4,14] in
Culik’s paper); still Culik was the first to come up with an algorithm for
building and compactly storing of an automaton that really leads to a good
compression.

